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On the class field 
trip, we visited a 
store called “Printed 
Matter” The store 
felt unique and held 
a wide variety of 
books. 

Welcome 
To Printed 
Matter!

In the store I found 2 books 
that caught my attention
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My two picks

Larry’s cought my attention be-
cause it had a lot of dark images 
and at some point in the book 
it told this creepy story of a girl 
which really held my attention.

I really liked The Edge because it 
had a lot of amazing pictures of the 
marine life. It showed some bright 
and yet dark pictures of fishes and 
corals as well as it had parts of min-
ingful words to each page.

Both books are  dif-
ferent and the only 
thign in common is 
that they both have 
a lack of text. Both 
books were mostly 
pictures. Even so ev-
ery picture in it i en-
joyed and liked a lot.

The two 
books that 
caught my 
attention are 
“larry’s” and 
the other 
one is called 
“The Edge”
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These books stood out for me in 
Printted Matter despite the fact that 
the store was filled with a whole 
bunch of other books.

Larry’s The Edge
Exotic life is some-
thing that hasvd 
always fasinated me 
and The Edge def-
finitly has a whole 
bunch of pages dedi-
cated to that.

Why These 
Books?

As im a person who 
is into dark things 
and really likes the 
whole gothic colture, 
the images in Larry’s 
felt dark and myste-
riuse, and intregde 
me.



Larry’s is a book 
that is  filled 
mainly with ran-
dom pictures and 
very few text
The cover of 
the book is very 
glossy.
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The text seems 
to be around a 
12 point font and 
neatly put adn 
well organized 
and are able to be 
read. The fonts 
apear to be Serif.
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The Edge

The Edge is a small 
book that has a whole 
bunch of pictures of 
the sea life, book was 
based and inspired on 
a book about marine 
life. What the auther 
did was take some 
words from the other 
book and put it over 
pictures

The book has a 
rough feel to it
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The text for The Edge 
seem to be smaller 
than the ones from 
Larry’s, it appears to 
be San Serif.
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The Edge is sattle 
stich, and Larry’s is 
perfect binding.

Larry’s is 
very glossy, 

and each 
page felt 

coated and 
strong.

The Observation

In the title 
the letters 

used is 
san serif 

bold.

The Edge has this rough 
texture feel  to it, but yet 

delicate and 
seemed like 
they can 
break easily. 
The fonts 
being used 
in the book 
is san serif.
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How They can be made
Since The Edge is a sadel 
stich it can be stiched up by 
hand or manual machinery 
(like the  one we saw in the 
press class).

As for Larry’s , all the pages 
seem to be coated and for a job 
like that it seems like it can be 
very dificultpress

As to the printing method, 
since the pages are small 
then even the offset press 
we visited could print these 
up. All it takes is 2 kind of 
plate per page.

One plate would first be the 
image of the marine life and 
the other would be the text. 
Depending on the color it 
might take more of that spe-
cific kind of imigsae to be 
finalized.

My option to print 
these would be in a 
offset press and man-
ually give the pages 
their gloss. Or print 
them in a full coating 
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The Conclusion

As a first time expirience 
PrinttedManner was 
a ncie place to go, and 
its sorroundings  also 
seemed peaceful. The 
store held a wide variaty 
of books in stick.

These two books wernt the 
only ones i actually enjoyed 
and had intrest in , but were 
certintly my top picks


